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The first poem in Gottfried Benns first book, Morgue (1912) - written in an hour, published in a week, and
notorious ever after, or so the poet claimed - with its scandalous closing image of an aster sewn into a corpse
by a playful medical student, set him on his celebrated path. And indeed, mortality, flowers, and powerful
aesthetic collisions typify much of Benn's subsequent work. Over decades, as he suffered the vicissitudes of
an often hostile fate - the death of his mother from untreated cancer; the death of his first wife Edith in 1922;
his brief but disastrous attempt to ingratiate himself with the Nazis in 1933, followed by their persecution of
him; the suicide of his second wife Herta in 1945, afraid she would fall into the hands of the Russians - the

harsh, sometimes callous voice of the poems relented, softened, and mellowed.

Gottfried Benns Impromptus brings into English the work of one of the most distinctive of 20thcentury
German writers a poet who Michael Hofmanns introduction claims is the greatest in the German language
since Rilke. Michael Hofmanns most recent book of translations is Gottfried Benns Impromptus Selected

Poems and Some Prose FSG 2013.
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Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders. The first poem in Gottfried Benns first book Morgue
1912 written in an hour published in a week and notorious ever after or so the poet claimed with its. Gottfried

Benn 2 May 1886 7 July 1956 was a German poet essayist and physician. Gottfried Benn Impromptus
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experiencia de compra prestar nuestros servicios entender cómo los utilizas para poder mejorarlos y para
mostrarte anuncios. Click Download for free ebooks. Impromptus Selected Poems and Some Prose by
Gottfried Benn translated from the German by. Impromptus Selected Poems by Gottfried Benn review

Michael Hofmanns compelling new translations focussing mainly on the late works reveal Benns journey
from early highbrow pessimism to a. I only know Benns poetry. The greatest poet in the German language
since Rilke Gottfried Benn is one of the towering figures of twentiethcentury poetry. The first poem in

Gottfried Benns first book Morgue 1912 written in an hour published in a week and notorious ever after or so
the poet claimed with its scandalous closing image of an aster sewn into a corpse by a playful medical student
set him on his celebrated path. Impromptus An extraordinary collection of poetry and prose from the master

of German expressionismThe first poem in Gottfried Benns first book Morgue 1912written in an hour
published in a week and notorious ever afterwith its scandalous closing image of an aster sewn into a corpse

by a playful medical student set Benn on the path to celebrity and notoriety.
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